Directions from I-77
• Use the right 2 lanes to take exit 9 B-C to merge onto I-277 N./US-74 E.
• Use the right lane to take exit 2A for Kenilworth Ave.
• Use the 2nd from the right lane to turn right onto Kenilworth Ave. and follow to E. Morehead St.
• Turn left on East Morehead St. to S. Kings Drive
• Turn right onto S. Kings Drive
• Turn right onto Medical Center Drive
• Look for signs to the main entrance of the hospital
• Destination will be straight ahead at the end of Medical Center Drive

Directions from I-85
• Take exit 34 to merge onto NC-27 E./Freedom Drive
• Merge onto NC-27 E./Freedom Drive
• Turn left onto W. Morehead St.
• Continue straight onto E. Morehead St.
• Slight right onto S. Kings Drive
• Turn right onto Medical Center Drive
• Look for signs to the main entrance of the hospital
• Destination will be straight ahead at the end of Medical Center Drive

► Park in the blue parking deck, located at the corner of Kings Drive and Medical Center Drive. A shuttle to the main hospital entrance is available if needed.
► Follow the signs and walk to the main entrance of the hospital
► Check-In at the front desk in the lobby
► You will be escorted to the Epilepsy Monitoring Unit on the 9th floor, Unit 9E
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